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WORK EXPERIENCE 

Summary of Qualifications: 
Seasoned senior executive with strong functional experience operating in highly competitive industries such as 
Food & Beverage, Personal Products and Financials for top tier fortune 100 firms such as PepsiCo, 
Wachovia and Kimberly Clark.  Proven leader in insight, innovation and strategy with ability to 
communicate vision and focus an organization on key priorities. A visionary who is a quick study with passion 
for delivering results, attracting and developing talent, energizing organizations and winning in marketplace. 
 
 

2007-Current Wachovia  Charlotte, NC 
11/07 – Sr. Vice President, Director Insight & Innovation 
Newly created position charged to establish an industry leading insight and innovation function for the fourth 
largest bank holding company in U.S. with assets over $800 billion.  Corporate wide responsibility across Retail, 
Capital Management, Wealth Management, Corporate & Investment and Corporate functions for insight 
generation, consumer targeting, advanced analytics & modeling, market/consumer research and innovation, 
with the ultimate goal of propelling organic growth and attracting new customers. 
 
 Developed and executed the Insight transformation strategy for department with over 160 employees and 

corp. wide spending of about $100 million to deliver against the requirements set forth by CEO and operating 
committee.  Facing historic market challenges, delivered over 35% spending efficiency while operating with 
substantial increase in demand for services and capabilities across all core business units. 
 Restructured the insight organization into a client centric model delivering new incremental annual revenue 

opportunities valued over $550mil, supporting customer retention initiatives retaining over $11billion of 
retail deposits and leveraging automation, process reengineering and outsourcing to enable over $7.1 
billion total balance growth. 

 Led insight support for critical enterprise initiatives: 
o Delivered 2009 Market Place Macro Trend report which was used as one of the foundational documents in 

development of 2009 strategic initiatives for all lines of business. 
o Directed the affluent segmentation study to design the most effective targeting groups across all products and 

services.  This first ever, multidimensional segmentation was the foundation for all new business development 
initiatives for affluent clients and prospects. 

o Integrated all targeting groups across channels and product lines into one world class structure delivering more 
than 70 optimized campaigns with benefits over $121 million NPV 5yr.   Additionally, piloted Event Based 
Triggers against existing affluent clients delivering projected incremental annual revenue of $40mil. 

o Spearheaded the research and strategic work in support of the brand repositioning leveraging ethnographic 
research, brand attribute modeling and valuation analysis.  This work was foundation to the new brand position 
and agency selection. 

o Led the insight work in support of the corporate initiatives tasked to optimize over $130 billion of distressed 
assets by improving client insight, targeting, offer development and messaging with current loan holders midst a 
highly volatile market. 

o Initiated migration of existing fragmented information system environments into new Teradata platform 
leveraging variety of new technologies such as SAS enterprise business intelligence. 

 Chairman for the enterprise information governance committee establishing governance and standards for 
data and knowledge across all information platforms and business units.   

 Established the strategy and framework for the newly created innovation organization.  While staffing this 
organization, accomplishments were made on two critical paths.  First, the development of infrastructure 
including innovation management process, key metric/capability development and inventory of existing 
activities.  Second, completion of several high value innovation initiatives delivering sizeable growth platforms 
for small business and affluent clients in addition to development of new concepts for mobile payment, green 
and security & protection.  Furthermore, team was able to support business process reengineering for several 
customer touch points where service quality was greatly improved and over $120 million of cost saving was 
achieved. 

 



2005-2007 Kimberly Clark  Neenah, WI 
07/06 – Vice President, Insight, Strategy & Growth ($12B North Atlantic Consumer Division) 
Division wide responsibility for insight generation, creation of advanced and differentiated Insight capabilities, 
category management, customer capability, development and integration of strategies, management of strategic 
planning processes, change management, creation and prioritization of growth agenda, development and launch 
of products and categories new to Kimberly Clark.  Managed over 150 people across U.S. and Europe with 
budget over $100 million and P&L responsibility for the innovation group. 
 Initiated and led the effort to optimize the business portfolio in driving margin and establishing the business 

growth objectives and strategies for 2015.   This effort first, identified and profiled key active and future 
initiatives and investment choices for current businesses and geographies.  Second, the work delivered 
calibrated investment for the business units incorporating both existing operations as well as all new 
opportunities.  Finally, the team developed implementation plan supporting the new targets and strategies. 

  Responsible for development and management of the newly created organization accountable to generate a 
pipeline of new business growth concepts and then commercialization of those approved and prioritized in 
the growth portfolio process.   The intent of this organization is to generate sizable portion of the total 
business growth with higher margin innovations. 
 Built all the infrastructure components required to support this new organization.  This involved 

recruitment of key talent, developed funding model, sourced initial funding, oversaw creation of cross 
business collaboration model and counsels. 

 The group in less than one year was successful in creating several compelling concepts.  Three of these 
concepts made the explore phase of the innovation pipeline, two concepts were at development phase 
and one was on track to be launched by year end. 

 Led the design and construction of the Kimberly Clark Innovation Design Center as highlighted in 
national publications and media.  This world class facility is first of a kind in enabling innovation teams to 
take “Concepts to Reality” leveraging new advanced technologies such as virtual reality.  

 Led the transformation of the various market research and analytical groups into one world class insight 
organization.  The new organization was responsible to maintain all existing services while developing new 
differentiated capabilities.  The scope and accountability of the group has also changed to include producing 
results in support of all innovation, brand building and customer management efforts. 
 The company’s insight organization has been recognized by retail customers, marketing organizations and 

industry watch groups as industry thought leader, highly capable with advanced and differentiated 
capabilities.  In the last Cannondale ranking the insight capability jumped six positions to rank seventh 
among all consumer packaged good manufacturers. 

 Managed the marketing services organization responsible for all integrated marketing communication, 
packaging design, shopper marketing, customer marketing, and marketing planning process. 

 
    04/05 – Vice President, Strategic Planning & Demand Chain Management 

Tasked with development of transformation strategy for the North Atlantic Consumer Division for all 
consumer and customer facing functions and brands (Kleenex, Huggies, Pullups, Cottonelle, Depend, and 
Andrex) to effectively compete in the marketplace with a differentiated model and sustainable advantage. 
 

 Led the successful development and implementation of integrated Go-to-Market strategy by transforming 
functional strategies and capabilities.  The strategy which encompassed key functions such as Sales, Marketing, 
Innovation, Insight and Supply Chain was designed to differentiate Kimberly Clark among its strategic 
customers delivering sustainable profitable top-line growth.   
 In addition to the strategy, delivered detailed business case, implementation plan, change management 

guidelines and organizational model required to support the transformation. 
 Formed an advisory group comprised of top industry CEOs, CMOs, CSOs and other top experts to 

consult and validate the strategy as an independent group.  The final strategy was presented to Kimberly 
Clark’s Board of Directors and was enthusiastically endorsed. 

 Developed sales transformation blueprint which delivered record setting top-line growth and restructured 
go-to-market infrastructure and trade investment practices reversing years of cost escalation.  

 The strategy has since proven extremely effective based on all pre established success metrics exceeding 
their targets.  Further more, the project was expanded later to include Europe. 

 Co-Led the broad organization design effort post capability strategy work in support of the new strategy. 

 



 

2002-2005 PepsiCo  Purchase, NY 
01/04 – Vice President, Business Intelligence & Customer Insight 
Cross division (Pepsi, Frito lay, Quaker/Gatorade and Tropicana) responsibility for developing and managing 
market intelligence, third party data, industry wide e-collaboration, analytics, shopper insight, category 
management, sales force training and providing leadership and governance for the PepsiCo ERP initiative.  
These accountabilities require highly collaborative and disciplined approach in operating across various 
distributions systems (2/3 tier DSD, Warehouse), corporate functions, business units and top strategic 
customers.  Managed 40 people and over 100 on-sites contractors with budget over $65 million. 
 
 Established PepsiCo Business Intelligence Center of Excellence organization managing all core third party 

information supporting all business divisions and functional units.  The integration process delivered 
additional 20% savings by further streamlining processes and utilizing off shore services. 
 Improved quality of key market performance tracking information substantially while increasing the 

reporting coverage and frequency by over sixty percent.    
 Constructed Performance Measurement Dashboard to standardize and centralize reporting systems.  The 

portal provided core tracking, alert systems, decision support hierarchy, advanced diagnostic capabilities 
and business assessment reports across all business units and functional groups. 

 Coordinated Analytics across business units to promote best in class practices and development of 
advanced capabilities and sales & marketing tool kits: 

o Sales drivers on demand to drill down, decompose and explain performance on demand. 
o Sales forecasting system to produce highly accurate market and account level forecasts, measuring contribution of 

volume drivers and quantification of performance to forecast by key causals.  
 Responsibility expanded to head the PepsiCo Insight Center of Excellence.  Tasked with advancing Insights, 

standardizing category management, developing first corporate wide sales training program, creation of next 
generation selling capabilities and achieving strategic influence with top national retail customers. 

 Collaborated with various functional heads to develop a Direct Retail Team capability delivering DSD like 
capabilities to warehouse systems.  Enhanced retail execution for warehouse products utilizing store 
intelligence and supplemental work force achieving all set objectives. 

 Orchestrated development of PepsiCo e-business strategy for trading partner collaboration and was 
designated to represent Go To Market at the Enterprise Systems Leadership Team.  
 Successfully completed Item Price Synchronization projects enabling PepsiCo to exchange standard based 

item information with key customers.  Represent PepsiCo at various industry forums such as GMA DSD 
committee, Transora strategic advisory board and support Transora chairman of the board. 
 

10/02 – Vice President, GTM Strategy & Customer Solutions (Go-to-Market Transformation) 
Assigned to Go-To-Market (GTM) transformation leadership team as part of PepsiCo Business Process 
Transformation initiative.  Tasked with strategy development of advantaged GTM supporting Demand 
Based Supply Chain system that it would transform both PepsiCo’s and its customers businesses. 
 

 One of key architects of PepsiCo GTM vision and future network strategies, the team was tasked with design 
transformation of the PepsiCo wide GTM systems enabling a demand based supply chain process across all 
DSD and warehouse companies to maximize growth acceleration, cost to serve reduction and  achieving 
maximum flexibility to enhance service (“easy to do business with”).  

 Led the PepsiCo Customer Team Wiring effort to assist in implementation of the new cross divisional sales 
teams.  The “One Face” strategy detailed cross divisional engagement and identification of core capabilities. 

 Developed the first RFID business case at PepsiCo evaluating how the new technology can address critical 
customer pain points and support various supply chain strategies while delivering real value.  The scope was 
to improve productivity from truck loading to truck check-in at Pepsi’s largest bottler. 

 Designed, piloted and developed new DSD hand held based ordering system which incorporated advanced 
forecasting models with local intelligence provided by sales representative to produce accurate orders at store.  
The “Intelligent Order” system was piloted at Wal*Mart and Safeway with exceptional results which 
substantially lowered out of stock and increased sales.  The model is being implemented by Pepsi Bottling 
group for the next hand held generation. 

 

1999-2002 Pepsi Cola Company  Purchase, NY 
10/00 – Vice President, Strategy & Customer Development 



Responsible for development of channel strategy, annual operating plan, category management for Mass, 
Drug, Club and Drug channels and strategic customers for all beverage categories (Pepsi, Mountain Dew, 
Aquafina, Lipton and Starbucks).  Managed 30 people with budget over $50 million. 
 

 Led a successful implementation of channel strategies and customer plans resulting in double digit volume 
and share gains during a difficult period where channels were experiencing tremendous market pressures. 

 Score increases in Cannondale rankings for consumer information and category management.  
 Developed the first pricing system for PepsiCo supporting Wal-Mart across all bottlers.  This system was 

successfully implemented and resulted in significant savings and enhanced capabilities. 
 Delivered the first automated bottlers sales data collection system, enabling collection of detailed sales data 

from all bottlers for all products and key customers on time and on budget.  This project represented a series 
of complexities driven by historical failures which increased the sensitivity of this initiative tremendously.  

 
06/99 – Director, Sales & Marketing Services 

Responsible to deliver marketing and sales strategies for the new Pepsi Cola Company.  Accountabilities 
included pricing architect, syndicated data, sales technology, category management and advanced analytics. 

 
 Centralized and streamlines all information contracts for Pepsi Cola and was the key driver for harmonizing 

all contracts across PepsiCo delivering over $40 million dollars of savings while expanding services. 
 

1987-1999 E&J Gallo Winery  Modesto, CA 
96/99 – Director Sales & Marketing Services 

Global responsibility for providing sales and marketing insight services across alcoholic beverage categories 
for domestic (Gallo, Bartles&Jaymes, Carlo Rossi, Turning Leaf) and imported (Ecco Domani) brands. 
Managed 18 people with a budget of over $12 million.  

 Lead the development of industry’s first Sales & Marketing data warehouse to integrate internal sales 
information with Nielsen scanning, market demographic, and other attitudinal and behavioral information.  
This capability generated 8% growth by optimizing local market product mix and growing retail shelf space. 
 Formulated analytical matrix to provide decision support system, executive information system, data 

mining, spatial analysis, and other advanced solutions to support sales and marketing organizations.  
 Led the creation of Wal-Mart data mart, integrating Retail Link, VMI, with Gallo data warehouse for better 

manageability and analysis of data. 
 Directed high profile joint research initiatives with key retailers utilizing various data sources such as shopper 

loyalty, market intelligence, scanning data, household data, promotional information, and other sources to 
address critical business opportunities.  Achieved category captaincy for 49 of top 50 U.S. food retailers. 

 Directed and supported category management projects in South America, Asia, and Europe. 
 

93/96 – Manager Sales & Marketing Services 
 Developed and implemented the pricing system for Wal-Mart VMI system, resulting in winning the 1995 and 

1996 Vendor of the Year Award. 
 
87/93 –Analyst Marketing Administration 
 Responsible for market performance analysis, product forecasting, media mix and pricing analysis. 

 

1985-1987 Tri Valley Growers  San Francisco, CA 
Cost System Analyst 

Technical leader for development of company’s new standard cost system for all canned goods categories 
across branded (S&W, Libby’s, Oberti) and private label products. 

EDUCATION 
1994 California State University, Stanislaus Turlock, California 

Master of Business Administration - International Marketing 
 

1985 California State University, Stanislaus Turlock, California 
Bachelor of Science in Computer Science - minor in Business Administration 


